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Therapeutic Communities require 
interdisciplinary professional teams, 
including experts by experience, to deal with 
the complexity of addiction within 
a bio-psychosocial framework.

The Declaration of Mallorca



The Origins of the Therapeutic Community

Educational/Social work

Boy’s Republic
Little Commonwealth
Hawkspur Experiment

Summerhill School
Order of Woodcraft Chivalry

Mental Health Self-help Groups

Northfield Military 
Neurosis Centre 

Belmont Industrial
Neurosis Unit

Henderson Hospital

Oxford Group Movement
AA

Synanon
Daytop

Phoenix  House

First International Conference of Therapeutic Communities
Norrkoping, Sweden 1975

The British Model                              The American Model





VISION

An Asian region where all countries are committed to right
living, with just and equitable societies striving to be free of
all manner of addictions and promoting and nurturing the
bio-psycho-socio-spiritual well-being of their peoples.



spirituality a fourth element?



spirituality

recovery ethos





“Recovery from substance dependence is a 
voluntarily maintained lifestyle, characterized by 
sobriety, personal health, and citizenship.”

(BETTY FORD INSTITUTE CONSENSUS PANEL, 2007)

“Recovery involves the development of new meaning 
and purpose in one’s life as one grows beyond the 
catastrophic effects of mental illness.”

(ANTHONY, 1993 )

Recovery



clinical recovery: when someone 'recovers' from the 
illness and no longer experiences its symptoms.

personal recovery:  recovering a life worth living 
(without necessarily having a clinical recovery). It is 
about building a life that is satisfying, fulfilling and 
enjoyable.

(SLADE ET AL., 2010 )

Recovery



the CHIME model

support needed that is characterized by 
Connectedness, Hope, Identity, Meaning and 
Empowerment.

Recovery

(LEAMY ET AL., 2012)



the recovery capital model as alternative to the 
chronic relapsing brain disease model 

Recovery



Ethos

ethos (ἦθος) is a Greek word originally meaning "accustomed 
place" , "custom, habit“ 

ethos forms the root of ethikos (ἠθικός), meaning "moral, 
showing moral character“ 

it is about the way you do things, it is about dignity and 
respectability







philosophy     philos +      sophia
(friend)          (wisdom)

=

psychiatry =
psyche    +      iatriki
(soul)             (medicine)

psychology =
psyche     +      logos
(soul)             (word/reason)

biology 
bios         +      logos
(life)             (word/reason)

=

Ethos



TC leadership should be inspirational, 
transparent, and of service

to the community and to the 
organizations.

The Declaration of Mallorca



paradigm

paradigm comes from Greek παράδειγμα
(paradeigma), "pattern, example, sample”

Ethos



charisma

the English term charisma is from
the Greek χάρισμα (khárisma), which means
"favor freely given" or "gift of grace”

Ethos



idiot

the word "idiot" comes from 
the Greek ἰδιώτης, idiōtēs 'a private 
person, individual', 'a private citizen' 

Ethos



A final word

the word “therapy” has its roots in Homer

a therapist  (θεράπων) was the servant of a 
warrior who used to take care of the warrior’s 
weapons and was helping him to wear his 
armor



phaedon.kal@ketheathess.gr

ευχαριστώ

thank you

ขอบคุณ
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